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What is Toolyt?

You have a large sales force to manage and while your focus should be on pitching, cracking and converting every 

lead, you are constantly bogged down with endless, tedious excel spreadsheets. Say goodbye to all of it and become 

a smart manager with a team of smart sales men equipped with Toolyt that will launch your business into the right 

orbit.

or

You are managing a very large sales force single handedly and with great efficiency, but you wish you had a little 

more time on your hands. We present Toolyt , an automated business tool that manages all sales activities real time. 

Yes! Now you can sit back and indulge in some 'me' time.

With technology as its back-bone, Toolyt is an automated tool that can track end-to-end sales activity.  You can follow 

each of your sales force in real time – starting from their daily attendance to pitching on a lead, follow up to closure. 

And  in addition, all the in-between paper work – reports, expense statements,  reviews,  which are crucial processes 

but a chore to complete and submit, are made smart and easy to use with Toolyt. Just sign up, upload the app and 

get cracking on your next lead.
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Toolyt Highlights

A smart Sales Tool that will launch your business into the right orbit.

A quick and Smart New Gen Sales Tool that will propel your business to success.

Dive deep and sell with Toolyt. Your business will boast of quick conversions from

the sales team.

An effective, enhanced and automated sales tool to ensure your business blazes forth

and efficiently closes every lead.
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.Just focus on your people skills … while Toolyt does the rest!

Drive your sales team to focus on your clients.

Get Toolyt to help you with the rest.

An automated sales tool that simplifies each sales lead to closure.

While you focus on building relations with your clients

Toolyt efficiently completes all there is to close the deal

An intelligent assistant for every salesman!

While you are busy pitching and selling

Toolyt, your intelligent assistant will complete the rest!

Be on top of every lead, 

While your smart sales assistant leaves no stone unturned!

What Makes Toolyt Stand Apart?



Why Companies Choose Toolyt

Say goodbye to Proxy or A snap a day keeps your worries away

Mornings can be stressful everyday when your team does not mark attendance in office at 

sharp 9 am. While you assume they have started their day, most play hooky as they are out on 

the field. With no way to know if they truly on a sales call, you have based your assumptions on 

trust. Toolyt ends this daily misery and with its smart attendance marker - your team has to 

report on time with a selfie!  And interestingly the app enables offline login and logout  too, so 

no more excuses of “not in wi-fi zone' or  'internet is down', we have made you a smart 

manager already.

No more tedious paperwork 

A lot of precious man hours get wasted in boring paperwork. But then you have to scrutinize 

every expense statement, bills, match them with their reports to ensure accuracy and 

accountability. Documents are never submitted on time and fatigue on field work becomes an 

excuse. Now with Toolyt expense tracking, claim, approval, reporting happens on the go. Your 

executive has to just take picture of bills, submit on a template that you can access and 

approve.

Smart lead generation

Toolyt helps you fetch social profiles of your clients and all related information about the 

company you want to pitch. You can then assign the lead to one of your team members, track 

status, add notes and keep your hold on it till closure. No more being in the dark after you've 

assigned a lead, you can manage each sales executive remotely.
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Go paperless

Toolyt helps you save product brochures, related information on the app so that you can share 

with your client via email. Even your daily, weekly, monthly reports are simplified that helps you 

channelize all your energies and focus only on selling.

Steer your team with a gentle touch

Toolyt  is also equipped with an advanced dashboard and analytics for managers to remotely 

control and manage all sales related activities.

App is the way 

Built for both IOS and Android platforms, Toolyt is enabled with cloud hosting, support on call 

and mail, lite interface and even customization for specific modules. We'll guide you through 

Toolyt's amazingly smart features and you will be amazed at this quick and Smart New Gen 

Sales Tool that will take your business to new heights
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Interested to know more contact 

+91 879 255 9702

sareena@qbics.in

Toolyt's success stories (Testimonials)

We appreciate your sincere commitments and the support that you extended 

during the development stage of our customized SFA. Toolyt helped us in 

reducing and even eliminating tedious paper work.

Joyesh, Marketing Head, Eastern Masalas

BangaloreWayanad

#1st Floor, EC Complex,

Thalassery Road, Mananthavady,

Mananthavady 670 645.

Carlton Tower, Unit No. 205,

A Wing, 2nd Floor, No. 1,

Old Airport, Bangalore 560008.

About Toolyt:  Powered by Estia Technologies LLP.


